Grade 1 Stationery List
2020-2021

Items to be purchased through school

3 copy books ($5.00)
2 laminated folders ($4.00)
1 pack of Index Cards (2.00)

COST $16.00—returning students
$20.00 new students

Items to be purchased anywhere:

Personal Use:
1 box Crayola crayons (no more than 24 count)
5 sharpened #2 pencils
2 glue sticks
1 pair school scissors
1 test folder (2 pocket)
1 Large School bag - no wheels
3 rolls clear contact paper to cover 10 books (Keep this at home to cover books)

Classroom Use:
1 roll paper towels
1 container of Lysol type wipes
1 Large hand sanitizer
2 large boxes of tissues
1 box kitchen trash bags (with drawstring)
2 reams of copy paper

DO NOT BRING TO SCHOOL: Art/pencil boxes, pencil sharpener, markers, or sticker books